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Given the many scientific contributions William J. Bigler
made to public health in Florida, it is remarkable that it will
likely be his role in telling that profession’s heroic and too
often unsung history for which he will likely be most

remembered. In fact the updated edition of this book is being published 25
years after the journal article that inspired it was written in 1989. That
piece, titled “Public Health in Florida—Yesteryear,” was itself written to
celebrate Florida’s Public Health Centennial.

Sadly, Bill, as everyone knew him, did not live quite long enough to see the present

edition of this book completed, having passed away far too soon at the age of 75. I know he

would have been quite pleased to see it available online and in print and, most importantly,

that its contents be easily accessible and freely available to students and young

professionals joining the ranks of Florida public health.

The book you are now holding is meant to bring to life the history presented in that

earlier article in the Florida Journal of Public Health. Bill loved history. As a scientist he also

saw great value in its use as a way to link the work of current public health professionals

and students to that of their predecessors.

Dr. Bigler himself started out his own career as a young biologist with the then Florida

State Board of Health in 1964. As noted above his scienti]c contributions were numerous; he

led or participated in dozens of epidemiologic investigations over the decades and his work

was published in hundreds of journal articles. Despite having retired at the dawn of the

modern Internet age a quick search in Google Scholar under Bill’s name will pull up a very

wide range of research.
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Bill Bigler testing and
measuring a raccoon at the
Tyndall Air Force Base near
Panama City, 1972, State
Archives of Florida.



From “Seasonal movements and activity

patterns of the collared peccary” (his research

as a wildlife biology graduate student) to

"Anesthesia of raccoons with ketamine

hydrochloride” to “Endemic eastern equine

encephalomyelitis in Florida: a twenty-year

analysis, 1955–1974,” to his later papers

devoted to HIV and AIDS prevention.

He worked for the state of Florida for 35

years, all of them for the Department of Health

(under its various names and reformulations).

Throughout the course of that career he served

in many different roles, ]rst as a biologist, but

later as a research director, deputy and senior

epidemiologist, TB program director and a

pioneering administrator, having created the

Venezuelan Encephalomyelitis and the HIV

programs for the state.

While he was a proli]c writer and

researcher, his ]eldwork was legendary.

There was his brush with death from

rattlesnake bite while trapping mice in the

Florida Everglades (in a quest for evidence of

encephalitis in their blood). E. Charlton

Prather, M.D., M.P.H., himself a living legend

(and Bill’s boss at the time of his bite) recently

reminded me of this story, ^eshing it out with

additional details. One of which I was

unaware: how challenging it had been to

convince the workers compensation board that

the incident had indeed been work-related.

Another often-repeated story tells of Bill’s

near-arrest while trapping pigeons with nets in

a Jacksonville public park (again, related to

encephalitis research). But it

was Bill’s mammalian trapping

for which he was most famous,

including various attempts at

trapping bats at the mouth of

caves, including two big

efforts, one outside Marianna

(for rabies research) and

another in a cave near

Branford related to

histoplasmosis (speci]cally an

epidemiologic work-up for a

human case). He was also

renowned for his expertise and

ef]ciency in the trapping of

raccoons for rabies testing and was a sought-

after instructor in the practice.

In short Bill was not just a scholar and

scientist he was a gentle and patient soul that

gave freely of his own personal time, this book

being a case in point, it largely having been

researched and put together after hours. While

he will be greatly missed at least some of what

he accomplished will live on in his works.

The Past Has a Way
of Repeating Itself
As everyone is aware, Florida is, by and large, a

state of immigrants and visitors, waves of

them, many from other tropical climes. In the

past these visitors and settlers brought with

them diseases from wherever it was they

originated. This cycle probably began not long

after Columbus arrived when, ]rst, shipwreck

survivors, and decades thereafter, colonists; hit

the shores of what would become Florida. No

one knows the size of the pre-Columbus

population of native peoples but what is

certain is that European diseases like mumps

and measles, for which the native peoples had

no immunity, died in massive epidemics,

largely depopulating the state for centuries to

come.

Theirs was not the end of the suffering

though. In the centuries that followed lots of

other diseases arrived or returned. And thanks

to its geography, diseases carried by mosquitos

would prove a scourge until the mid-twentieth

century. That’s when pesticides, drainage

projects and better sanitation allowed for some

measure of mosquito control. Other modern

conveniences, perhaps most notably air

conditioning, meant that large numbers of

people could comfortably spend time indoors.

Mosquito-borne diseases could be relegated to

memory.

So allow the stories you read herein to stick

with you in your own work. As with many

aspects of nature, there is ebb and ^ow in

public health but to borrow the motto of the

Boy Scouts, Be Prepared. Be aware of what has

visited Florida’s shores in the past and you will

be all the better prepared for what might arrive

in the future.

Group portrait of Springtime
Tallahassee parade participants
with their Sesame Street and
Muppet show costumes, 1998.
The Loat was built by Jan and
Bill Bigler—it won Krst place.
State of Florida Archives
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Excerpt from: “History—

Florida Public Health

Association,” historical

collection of State Board

of Health papers,

University of Florida,

Borland Library,

Jacksonville.

Florida Public Health Association, 1931

FPHAThere is no way of knowing who Srst suggested the formation of a
state organization of public health personnel. The idea. . .was not new,
for the American Public Health Association had been formed in 1872
. . .It is known, however, that Dr. B. L. Arms, when State Health OfScer,
1925–1929,. . .began serious efforts. . .[to]. . .create. . .an organization
which would bring together persons engaged in public health in
Florida.

Dr. Arms was succeeded as State Health Of]cer in 1929 by Dr. Henry Hanson. . .

[who]. . .took up where Dr. Arms had left off. Employees of the State Board of Health

were. . .the nucleus of membership. . .but workers from other public health

organizations were eligible. . .However, [at that time] the name “Florida Public Health

Association” was borne by a statewide voluntary agency af]liated with the National

Tuberculosis Association [that originated in 1916 and was]. . .chartered in 1921. This

organization conducted a state-wide program of school health education; worked

diligently for the establishment of county health departments and in cooperation with

the Bureau of Communicable Diseases, State Board of Health, conducted itinerant

clinics for the discovery of tuberculosis. The Association successfully sponsored

legislation which called for the employment of a supervisor of health education on the

staff of the State Department of Education. It also successfully promoted legislation

creating the State Tuberculosis Board and called for. . .an appropriation of $500,000 to

. . .establish a tuberculosis hospital.

Although its purpose encompassed a general health program, the original Florida

Public Health Association’s chief interest was directed at the control of tuberculosis.

After 11 years of progress in the promotion of public health, it agreed to relinquish its

name to the new group. . .on the 10th day of November, A.D. 1930, the said Florida

Public Health Association adopted a resolution in manner and form as provided in the

by-laws of said corporation from FPHA to Florida Tuberculosis and Health Association

. . . .

Subsequently, FPHA, as it is constituted today, had its charter duly recorded in the

Circuit Court of Duval County on March 9, 1931. The ]rst informal gatherings of

individuals associated in Public Health were called by Dr. Hanson. In May 1929, he

arranged a state-wide meeting at Gainesville. It was called the “First Annual Meeting of

the State Public Health Conference.” This was an organizational meeting but,

unfortunately, there is no record of a program or minutes. . .it is clear, however, that a

two or three day meeting was held, during which professional papers were given and a

Constitution and By-laws adopted as the basis for petition for a non-pro]t corporation

charter. In that original Constitution, the purpose of FPHA was “to assist in protecting

and promoting public Health, provide for scienti]c advancement of members, and to

extend and develop the public health movement in the State of Florida.” Members were

to be “active, associate, honorary and

corporate” enabling any board of health or

corporate health organization” to become

a member ” if approved by the Executive

Committee.” The Executive Committee

was composed of the of]cers and three

active members appointed by the

President.

At a second meeting in Jacksonville December 8–10, 1930, the fledgling FPHA accepted

183 applications for charter membership, elected officers and formed select committees in

anticipation of incorporation the following spring. Since then, the FPHA has been an

essential partner in the development of public health laws, rules, policies, programs and

resources.


